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The WHPA’s Story: How Did They
Acquire All That Land?
A History by Rosalyn Shaoul and Libby Mills

Our wonderful Black Bears.
First question is WHY hibernate? Primarily there simply
isn’t enough food resources available to keep a large omnivore happy and healthy through the winter. And bears
haven’t evolved to ‘avoid’ the winter conditions such as our
neotropical birds by flying south. Funny image, eh, bears
marching south for the winter??
Here is another fun fact… black bears give birth while in
hibernation. Human mothers seem to relish the idea of giving birth while in a hibernated sleep. This isn’t the case…
they are very aware and very attentive of their tiny cubs.
Next question… WHY give birth in the middle of winter?
The mother bear’s respiration rate drops so low (2 breaths/
min.) during hibernation that her blood oxygen level isn’t
enough to effectively support the growth rate of fetal tissue.
So the baby bear is born ‘premature’ so that it can breathe, on
its own, atmospheric air with a much higher oxygen level and
suckle nutrient rich milk from the mother, in the den. The den
is often referred to as ‘an external womb’. At birth a cub generally weighs around 10 ounces and is about 9 inches long!
I mentioned that black bears are omnivores. Many people, due to false media images, think of bears as carnivores,
that is meat eaters. In their evolutionary past, they were carnivores. If one examines the dental profile of a Black Bear
one will undoubtable notice well developed canine teeth.
These however are truly a vestige of their past. Black bears
are far, far more herbivore then carnivore. In fact, due to
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Some time in 2016, Libby Mills and I [Rosalyn] began hiking the Pinnacle together and talking about preserving its
history. As we hiked, Libby would point out the different
parcels of the Pinnacle lands, and I would ask her how they
were acquired. Then Libby would tell wonderful, evocative stories about their acquisitions. We began to realize
that Libby, and the other Pinnacle founders, had a treasure
trove of information in their memories that needed to be
preserved. Libby had long dreamed of a having a record of
the Pinnacle acquisitions, and these conversations we had
while hiking provided the impetus for Libby and I to begin
our history project together.
Once we embarked on this project, my curiosity about
how different parcels were acquired and Libby’s long history of involvement in these acquisitions made us perfect
partners. We worked our way through a story that extended over more than 30 years, interviewing, recording, transcribing, filming and researching.
We began with audio recordings, and later Wendy Wallas
joined us with her video camera. We recorded or filmed the
recollections of Beverly Major, Alison Latham, Libby Mills,
Carol and Arthur Westing, Lisa Merton, Ellen Zimmerman,
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Rosalyn (left) and Libby (right), taken at the Pinnacle cabin.

Ellen Dunn Zimmerman — a Fond Remembrance
It was in 1991 when Jamie
Latham, the son of a close
friend and neighbor of Ellen’s,
died in a tragic accident. Jamie
had been a lover of the outdoors, so it was an inspired decision that Ellen, together with
seven other local friends, made
it their mission to acquire the
nearby Pinnacle, a hill Jamie
had loved, as a permanent
natural memorial to him. Several years of dedicated and demanding efforts by Ellen and her partners to acquire the
necessary land and access to it (that is, both to convince the
existing property owners and to raise the necessary funds)
finally succeeded — and the Windmill Hill Pinnacle Association (WHPA) was born in 1992 as a private non-profit organization, soon to be recognized as such by both our State
and federal governments.
The Association Board then met regularly with Ellen
as its first Treasurer, serving in that important post from
1992 to 1997, and then remaining an active and productive
member of the Board for many years thereafter as its nature
reserve continued to grow and flourish. Among other activities, Ellen was centrally involved not only in the expansion

of the Association’s holdings, but also in the broadening of
its original mission of public access to the Pinnacle, to embracing the spread of environmental conservation — and
most importantly (she herself being a professional educator) additionally to environmental education.
Then in 2003, the Association was given a large parcel
of long undisturbed woodland overlapping the Towns of
Westminster and Rockingham as a sanctuary in honor and
memory of a Marine killed in action in World War II during
the fateful Battle of Iwo Jima. Ellen became a central figure
in helping to establish a self-guided nature trail through this
addition to the WHPA nature reserve, one that was enriched
by 14 labeled sign posts, an accompanying 32-page booklet of
which she was a co-author, as well as a more elementary flyer
for youngsters that she herself authored. It must certainly be
added that the considerable expenses involved in establishing
and subsequently maintaining this valuable forward-thinking outdoor educational enterprise were most generously
covered by Ellen’s parents, Richard and Margaret Dunn.
In short, the WHPA nature reserve has, together with
Ellen’s continuing input, become an invaluable natural heritage to present and future generations of Vermonters. So it
is with profound sadness to note that she has become the
first to die of the original eight founders of the Association.
Arthur & Carol Westing, WHPA Co-founders
Shelburne, Vermont

Black Bears (cont)

WHPA Story (cont)

their evolutionary march more towards the herbivore way
of life and away from a true carnivore, they have developed
a gut length to body ratio approaching that of a herbivore.
Next question… HOW do black bears get ready for hibernation. That answer is very simple; they eat. They eat massive amount of calorie-rich foods, starting in late summer
and going all the way thru until early winter. It has been
estimated that bears eat as much as 20,000 calories a day.
A short list of foods for our eastern Black Bears are ant and
bee/wasp colonies and other insects, berries, seeds such as
Ash tree (known as samaras), acorns, beech nuts and wild
cherries. Black bears forage as much as 18 hours a day to
pack on as much fat as possible for hibernation. Black bears
nether eat nor drink and conversely, neither urinate or defecate for the enter period of hibernation. During the near 5
months of hibernation, Black Bears do not loose any muscle
tone. If you or I spent just a few weeks of lethargy, we would
lose muscle tone and strength. This is not the case with Black
Bears as they have developed a unique way of dealing with
waste products from their metabolism…they convert it back
to proteins to facilitate muscle tone and maintain strength.
John Foster
Photo courtesy the North American Bear Center, bear.org

and Steve Anderson. Then we contacted other individuals
mentioned in their accounts: Fletcher Proctor, Roger Haydock, Mary Hayward, Tatiana Schreiber, Judy Zemel, Doug
Avery, and Vanessa Stern. We visited the Westminster Town
Hall to access land records, and eventually, with some help
from Ruth Grandy, we were able to clarify the acquisition
chronology. Finally,we spoke with the Littmans about their
crucial generous donation of the Pinnacle itself.
So many of the accounts of the WHPA pioneers revived
memories, not only of important details about the land acquisitions, but also of the human interest stories behind
them. We joked about collecting all the “juicy details” of the
Pinnacle history that couldn’t be published for the public
and saving them for an “underground version.” But, in the
end, almost everything we discovered in this process is included in our narrative.
We are now ready to share our work with the larger
community. We hope the document we have produced
does justice to the remarkable achievements of the Windmill Hill Pinnacle Association in conserving land and
building extended trail systems, and that it also does justice
to the stories of the landowners who have entrusted the
WHPAwith their land.

Schedule of Free Events: Weekend Strolls and More
For more information and directions, visit www.windmillhillpinnacle.org or contact the program person listed below.
April 27, Saturday, 9:30am. Vernal Pool Walk. Becky Chalmers, Wetland Ecologist for VT Agency of
Natural Resources, will discuss the life cycles of animals found in vernal pools and Vermont’s rules to
protect those special places and their inhabitants. All ages welcome. Wear waterproof boots. Meet at
Westminster West Church to carpool. No bug repellent allowed on your hands if you wish to handle
creatures we find. Register at 802-869-1166 or at chalmersbecky@yahoo.com or wilsonupaul@gmail.
com. Check the Pinnacle website or Facebook closer to the event to make sure there is no change in
the meeting location.
April 28, Sunday, 4-6 PM. Pinnacle Annual Meeting and Program: The Ecology of Hope: How Connecting
with Nature Helps Us Care for Ourselves and the Earth. The meeting will be at Main Street Arts, 35 Main Street
in Saxtons River. WHPA members and the public are encouraged to come early, enjoy refreshments, peruse
maps on display, and attend the brief business meeting to learn about plans the Pinnacle has for the coming year.
Our speaker is Dr. Cheryl Charles, who will draw on her decades of dedicated work and commitment to connecting children with nature in their everyday lives. Grounded in research as well as experience, Cheryl provides
a sense of purpose along with practical suggestions for action by all of us who are concerned about the nature of
childhood, the health of communities and the future of the Earth.
May 4, Saturday, 9:30 AM-noon. Spring Wildflower Walk. (Rain date May 5th) Libby Mills and Sarah
Waldo will lead this favorite stroll to discover delicate ephemeral flowers of the hardwood forest. Meet at
Westminster West Church to carpool to the mystery site. Wear waterproof shoes. For questions and requested registration, contact sarah_waldo@hotmail.com or 802-387-6036.
May 5 Sunday, 10 AM-1 PM. Herricks Cove Activity. Rain or shine. Vanessa Stern and Rick Cowan will
host a table at the Herricks Cove Wildlife Festival with maps, program information, and a nature-based craft
project for children. Herricks Cove is off Missing Link Road (Route 5) in Rockingham, VT. Visit Herrick’s
Cove Wildlife Festival Facebook Page for more information on the Festival.
May 5, Sunday, 10AM-noon. The Mysterious Lives of Trees: How trees help us mitigate global warming. Tim Morton, Vermont
State Forester, and Silos Robert from WHPA, will lead this walk in the woods. We will visit the largest White Ash in Vermont and
discuss factors that contribute to its success while identifying other trees on the way. We’ll also talk about are ways trees effect local
rain cycles, carbon sequestration, and how their roots communicate. Meet at the Holden Kiosk. For questions and registration,
contact Tony Coven 802-387-6650
May 11, Saturday, 7am. Bird Walk on Athens Dome. Join WHPA trustee Paul Wilson for an early morning bird walk on Athens
Dome. Yellow Warbler, Black-throated Green Warbler, and Black-throated Blue Warbler are among the diverse species commonly
identified in the area. Bring binoculars, bug repellent, water, and waterproof boots. Meet at the Athens Dome trailhead on Route
35. Register at 802-869-1166 or email wilsonupaul@gmail.com. Check the Pinnacle website or Facebook closer to the event to make
sure there is no change in the meeting location.
June 22, Saturday, 9:30 AM-noon. Over the Hill Hike! Enjoy a 4-mile hike on the Jamie Latham Trail,
past an old beaver pond and stone walls, through beautiful hardwood stands, with a stop to enjoy the
view from the renovated Pinnacle Cabin. Bring water, lunch, snack, insect repellent, sunscreen. Meet at
Westminster West Church to split cars and carpools between the start at Latham Trailhead/parking area
and finish at Holden Trailhead/parking area. Register with Tony Coven at 802-387-6650.
July 14, Sunday, 3-5 PM. Healing Walk. WHPA Trustee and energetic healer, John Foster of Vermont Healing, will lead a meditative walk on Dunn Nature Trail. The reflective walk will include poems or other readings and offer opportunities for both
contemplation and sharing. A guiding premise of this walk is that it’s essential to be still, to quiet the everyday mind. Meet at
the Dunn Nature Sanctuary on Bemis Hill Road. Register at John@vermonthealing.com or 802-451-6277. The Living Earth Action
Group is the co-sponsor.
The Saxtons River Valley Trails Initiative (SRVTI) of the Bald Hill
Committee is hosting three early morning bird walks at the Bellows
Falls Historical Park and Trails System.
The first two walks are scheduled for Saturdays, May 11 and 18,
and will start at 8:30 AM. Both will be followed by a trail walk on
the proposed SRVTI trail system at 10. Meet at the parking lot below
the Grist Mill in Bellows Falls.
The third bird walk is scheduled for Green Up Day on Saturday,
May 4 at 8:30 AM, and will be followed by a Green Up work session at
10:00. Green Up bags will be provided. Please wear gloves, layered
clothing, and bring a water bottle. Gather at the parking area at the
end of Mill Street, just outside the water treatment plant gates.
For more information about these events, contact Peter Bergstrom
at 802-289-3271.

SAVE THE DATE: Annual West Hill Grinder
Sunday, September 22. Organized by the West Hill
Shop in Putney, the event is a thank-you benefit to
WHPA for its 25-mile trail system. Choice of biking
routes and challenges on both woodland trails and
country roads, for intermediate and advanced
bicyclists.
Visit www.bikereg.com and search for
West Hill Grinder for information on routes,
bike recommendations, equipment requirements,
prices, food, and registration.
For questions, email info@westhillshop.com or call
802-387-5718. Help spread the word about these
special adventures!

Transitions
Appreciation goes out to all the many people who make the
Pinnacle Association vibrant and alive. Over the decades
since 1991, changes and transitions have been necessary as
the organization grows and adapts with the times. Currently, there are a few key functions that are transitioning from
truly capable hands into a new set of truly capable hands!
Finances: Treasurer and Bookkeeper
For 30 years Alison Latham has
held steady almost everything involved with tracking and investing
the finances of the Pinnacle Association. Not only did she start out
by putting her own personal funds
on the line as a loan to get that first
purchase done, she has thereafter
and continuously been treasurer and
book keeper. Her conservative investing got the Pinnacle
through the rough years of the great recession, a worrisome
time well handled. A huge thank you to Alison Latham for
so many years of commitment and stable finances.
Going forward, Bob Gay has taken on the treasurer role
with help from Jim Moulton as bookkeeper and Valerie
Barry as donor database manager. This team has worked
out a well organized method to handle these vital functions!
Outreach
Publicity: Newsletters and notifications to the news media,
photos, and well written communications of all kinds have
benefited from the skill and talent of Lillian Willis for many
years. Thank you Lillian, for all the time and energy you have
invested in linking the Pinnacle Association with the public.
Website: That beautiful spread of the Pinnacle website
in blues, soft greens and grays is the creative work of Laurie
Indenbaum. She made a leap for us all by setting up and
ever since maintaining that site. This has been her donation
to the Pinnacle for years, a generous and valuable gift.
Going forward, Melinda Garland will be handling the
communications, website, and social media. She brings considerable experience, and we are excited to work with her!
As is evident with the transitions above the Pinnacle Association adapts and grows, continuing into the future from
the past 25 years of land conservation efforts, land management, trail creation and trail maintenance.
Silos Roberts
WANTED: YOUR EMAIL

PO Box 584
Saxtons River, VT 05154
windmillhillpinnacle.org
whpa@sover.net

If you haven’t done it, please
send us your email address.
Then we can send you our
newsletter, updates, or lastminute notices about special
events. That means faster
contact with you while saving
time, money, and trees.

WHPA Field Notes

Red elderberry (Sambucus racemosa) is a nice sight to see
when hiking in our local forests.
Generally found in rich,
moist soils, often in a newly exposed opening with good sunlight, it features creamy white
conical flowers clusters and
red berries. The leaves, stems,
and unripe berries of the red
elderberry contain cyanide-inducing glycosides, which can
cause a toxic buildup of cyanide in the human body.
The plant in the photo is young and only a couple feet
in height, and was found on the newly acquired Goodridge
parcel at the Athens/Grafton town line. Photo date is June
30, 2018. Fully grown, the red elderberry commonly grows
8 to 10 feet tall with long arching branches.
A similar plant, American black elderberry or common
elderberry (Sambucus nigra L. ssp. Canadensis), is also
found both in our local woods and open, sunny areas, and
can grow up to 12 feet tall. Its white flowers form large, umbrella-like clusters, then ripen to drooping clusters of dark
blue -purple berries. The berries of the American elderberry
are renowned for a number of uses such as jams, syrups,
wine and more. The flowers are used for a variety of culinary and medicinal purposes. Like the red elderberry, other
parts of the plant, such as leaves, stems, roots, and unripe
fruits are toxic to humans due to the presence of cyanideinducing glycosides and alkaloids.
The berries of both types of elderberry plants are a
source of food for many songbirds, game birds, squirrels,
mice, and bear and will be stripped from the branches in a
matter of days after they ripen in mid-summer. Deer and
moose may browse on the stems and foliage.
If you find elderberry or other plants of interest when
hiking on Windmill Hill Pinnacle lands, you can send me
a photo and location description and I will try to find them
the next time I am hiking that area.
Andy Toepfer, Toepfer.alt@gmail.com

INVITATION TO MEMBERS AND THE PUBLIC
Windmill Hill Pinnacle Association
Annual Meeting and Program:
“The Ecology of Hope: How Connecting with Nature
Helps Us Care for Ourselves and the Earth”
SUNDAY APRIL 28, 2019, 4 – 6 PM
Main Street Arts, 35 Main Street, Saxtons River
AGENDA
4:00 PM: Maps, Committee Reports, Refreshments
4:30 PM: Business Meeting: Highlights, Elections,
Volunteer of the Year Award
5:00 PM: “The Ecology of Hope: How Connecting with
Nature Helps Us Care for Ourselves and the Earth.”

For information, see Schedule of Events and visit:
www.windmillhillpinnacle.org

